Jail in Spain times of economic crisis

Abstract

In the last few years from 2009 to the present, there is no doubt that the economic crisis is hitting the penitentiary sector hard. The Ministry of the Interior has decided to interrupt the legal assistance service (SOAJP) in the prisons with the excuse that the agreement that existed since 2008 with the Andalusian authorities has not been renewed; only in the Community of Madrid, the policy of “budgetary cuts” has led to the cessation of the delivery of new treatments to half of the prisoners with hepatitis C, within the scope of the Catalan prison administration, the repercussion Policies for budget cuts have begun to affect the social reintegration programs in which more than 35 professionals and some 160 social organizations worked, the expulsion orders of foreigners are encouraged, and all of this with a clear decrease in the population imprisoned in our country.

The criminal justice system in the transition from dictatorship to democracy

The inheritance

After the death of the dictator Francisco Franco in 1975, the need and urgency to normalize various issues and hot issues of Spanish public life were notorious. The political changes that were coming, the resolution of the problems posed by the historical nationalities of the State, the unavoidable Spanish opening to the exterior, the recognition and legalization of political parties and workers’ unions, the renovation, depuration and regulation of police apparatuses, the construction of a democratic magistracy, the amnesty for political prisoners and the urgency to carry out a penance reform, among many other issues not mentioned here, make up a picture that illustrates, precisely, to the context in which the new State-form was built, which would be reflected in the constitutional pact.

Of course, they did not lack (could not be otherwise) very hard resistance to the process indicated, which were opposed from those social, economic or military sectors that yearned for a return to the past. Suffice it to recall here only, and as a small but eloquent example, the events that took place in Madrid in 1977 (in which several labor lawyers were murdered by extreme right-wing elements), or the constant activities carried out by various “coup plot” that, encouraged by various social and political sectors committed to the restoration of the previous regime, tried to destabilize the most sincere democratic forces, encouraged and fed by the political right and its agencies, and ratified by the same minister of justice who had put march the same reform), all in 1983, and basically assumed the competences to prosecute behavior related to political violence phenomena; the so-called procedural counter-reform, which again extended the duration of preventive detention (a setback motivated by the construction of a public opinion alarmed and fed by the political right and its agencies, and ratified by the same Minister of Justice who had put march the same reform), all in 1983, are just some examples that illustrate the indecisions and counter-marches of the time. Along with this, the lack of a criminal reform in “social constitutionalism”, although belatedly in other areas, had been inaugurated in Spain. The Constitution established a series of principles that would guide the formation and functioning of the criminal justice system of the new State: the principles of legality and proportionality of penalties, the abolition of the death penalty and torture, the resocializing purpose attributed to prison sentences and the consecration of a broad catalog of fundamental rights and procedural guarantees for all citizens, are some examples of the incorporation in Spain of the most modern principles of action of a penal system proper to that form-State. With these inspiring principles, from the beginning of 1978, the penitentiary reform operation would be launched, which would culminate the following year with the approval of the Penitentiary Law that was promoted, basically, by the then Director General of Penitentiary Institutions, Carlos García Valdés commented later. Despite the important developments incorporated by the 1978 Constitution, the bases on which the Spanish penal system was based were constituted by legislation inherited from past eras. In effect, the criminal norms, both those of a substantive nature and the procedural ones, reflected a criminal policy guided by pre-democratic and authoritarian criteria that demanded a profound reform that adapted to the new times. Some measures taken seemed to be heading towards the expected transformation: the disappearance of the Public Order Court and the initial criminal-procedural reform carried out by the first PSOE government (in relation to preventive detention), together with others, meant encouraging decisions in that way. However, other measures taken by then showed that the initiated course-guided by legal reasons and unequivocally democratic convictions - would suffer deviations that would obey other reasons, not legal or even less democratic.

The maintenance of a jurisdiction that, like the Audiencia Nacional, questioned the constitutional principle of the natural judge and basically assumed the competences to prosecute behavior related to political violence phenomena; the so-called procedural counter-reform, which again extended the duration of preventive detention (a setback motivated by the construction of a public opinion alarmed and fed by the political right and its agencies, and ratified by the same Minister of Justice who had put march the same reform), all in 1983, are just some examples that illustrate the indecisions and counter-marches of the time. Along with this, the lack of a criminal reform in

The constitutional reform principles for a penal system of a social and democratic state of law

In effect, the Spanish Constitution was promulgated in 1978, adopting Spain’s social and democratic form-State of law: the principles that would guide the formation and functioning of the criminal justice system of the new State: the principles of legality and proportionality of penalties, the abolition of the death penalty and torture, the resocializing purpose attributed to prison sentences and the consecration of a broad catalog of fundamental rights and procedural guarantees for all citizens, are some examples of the incorporation in Spain of the most modern principles of action of a penal system proper to that form-State. With these inspiring principles, from the beginning of 1978, the penitentiary reform operation would be launched, which would culminate the following year with the approval of the Penitentiary Law that was promoted, basically, by the then Director General of Penitentiary Institutions, Carlos García Valdés commented later. Despite the important developments incorporated by the 1978 Constitution, the bases on which the Spanish penal system was based were constituted by legislation inherited from past eras. In effect, the criminal norms, both those of a substantive nature and the procedural ones, reflected a criminal policy guided by pre-democratic and authoritarian criteria that demanded a profound reform that adapted to the new times. Some measures taken seemed to be heading towards the expected transformation: the disappearance of the Public Order Court and the initial criminal-procedural reform carried out by the first PSOE government (in relation to preventive detention), together with others, meant encouraging decisions in that way. However, other measures taken by then showed that the initiated course-guided by legal reasons and unequivocally democratic convictions - would suffer deviations that would obey other reasons, not legal or even less democratic.

The maintenance of a jurisdiction that, like the Audiencia Nacional, questioned the constitutional principle of the natural judge and basically assumed the competences to prosecute behavior related to political violence phenomena; the so-called procedural counter-reform, which again extended the duration of preventive detention (a setback motivated by the construction of a public opinion alarmed and fed by the political right and its agencies, and ratified by the same Minister of Justice who had put march the same reform), all in 1983, are just some examples that illustrate the indecisions and counter-marches of the time. Along with this, the lack of a criminal reform in
depth, to maintain for twenty years the so-called Criminal Code of the Dictatorship (which will only be approved in 1995) also reveals that the law (criminal and procedural), in its The creation phase remained little more than unalterable and, consequently, with serious difficulties of adaptation to the constitutional mandates imposed by the new form-State that had been adopted in those decisive years.

The gradual penetration of the “emergency culture”

Bergalli points out (1992), that during the years of the beginning of the democratic journey, a new rationality was imposed gradually in Spain: the “reason of State”, as guiding principle of legal-criminal legal production, begins to replace the “legal reasons.” This election had its consequences on the process of creating the right. The aforementioned democratic states resorted to the creation of exceptional legislation and the establishment of jurisdictions of more or less equal nature to combat, first, against terrorist violence, then, against drug trafficking, later against the phenomenon of organized crime, later, against crimes that attempt against sexual freedom, then against the phenomenon of migration. In this way, a true “culture of emergence” is created, which has allowed the interpretation of the modes of coexistence from a tentative model to maintain social order and limit the conflict that, provoking consensus, nevertheless delegitimizes the rule of law and attacks the foundations of the “reasons” elaborated from the Criminal Illuminism through a liberal legal culture that gave support to the social organization born with industrial capitalism (Bergalli op.cit: ibidem). Spain was not alien to the processes that are being pointed out, nor are they limited to the scope of criminal policies. In effect, while the aforementioned processes were being verified, Spain began the transition towards the countries of the so-called “first world”, immersed in a deep crisis of their welfare structures.

In this sense, it is enough to remember the entry of Spain into the European Communities, or into NATO, its adherence to the “Schengen agreements”, or the decisions adopted by the so-called “Trevi group”. All this has led Spain, also in recent years, to the need of migration. In this way, a true “culture of emergence” is created, which has allowed the interpretation of the modes of coexistence from a tentative model to maintain social order and limit the conflict that, provoking consensus, nevertheless delegitimizes the rule of law and attacks the foundations of the “reasons” elaborated from the Criminal Illuminism through a liberal legal culture that gave support to the social organization born with industrial capitalism (Bergalli op.cit: ibidem). Spain was not alien to the processes that are being pointed out, nor are they limited to the scope of criminal policies. In effect, while the aforementioned processes were being verified, Spain began the transition towards the countries of the so-called “first world”, immersed in a deep crisis of their welfare structures.

In this sense, it is enough to remember the entry of Spain into the European Communities, or into NATO, its adherence to the “Schengen agreements”, or the decisions adopted by the so-called “Trevi group”. All this has led Spain, also in recent years, to the need to develop a legislative framework that is defined by the construction of the “legal” speech of the emergency”. In effect, the criminal policy was oriented towards the criminalization (both criminal and administrative) of certain sectors of society. Suffice it to state some examples:

i. Enactment of Anti-Terrorist Laws that, among other very serious issues, punish “opinion crimes” and allow for the shutting down of communication media;

ii. Sanction of a Law on Foreigners that harshly represses migratory movements from geographical areas that have been, and are being, permanently plundered by the countries of the “center” (this is an “emergency” legislation that allows, for example, the deprivation of liberty of individuals who have not committed a crime and that can be agreed directly by an administrative authority);

iii. Sanction / penalty (administrative-criminal) of the consumption of substances declared illegal, in the context of an attempt to police the urban spaces (see Organic Law on Citizen Security).

The deep cuts in social policy, together with the regressive nature of the configuration of that “emergency culture” in the field of criminal policy, paint a bleak picture in relation to social welfare and respect for fundamental rights of people. The increasingly frequent use of punitive strategies to try to alleviate a deeply critical socio-economic situation contradicts the postulates of a liberal legal rationalism that, some two centuries ago, intended to design a criminal law with minimal intervention. Reasons of social alarm, disciplinary needs, political resistance, state obligations contracted in supranational areas and demands of neoliberal socio-economic policies, therefore, seem to have been imposed over constitutional dictates that would be proper to the new State. And all this, as can be seen, has had an impact on the process of creating the norms of criminal control in Spain in the last two decades. But also, as will be seen later, such a picture was reverberating in the processes of interpretation and application of law. And we must remember here that we are not analyzing the present yet, but the political and political criminal future of Spain in the 1980s. However, while such processes developed in the public life of Spain, the particular prison universe produced its own internal explosion, implosion that revealed the harshness of an inherited situation and to which, we believe, a failed solution let’s see.

The triumph of the reformist option in the penitentiary (1979)

It should be remembered first of all that it was verified within the dialectic represented by the binomial “reform / rupture” that was also typical of other areas of social, political, economic and cultural life from the years of the so-called “political transition” to democracy. It is evident that, within such a dialectic, the reformist option was the one that finally triumphed. Thus, and as a first question, it is necessary today to point out (as we have done on other occasions) that that reform ignored the great majority of the claims expressed by those who suffered the effects of a prison situation and heir to the previous regime of the fascist dictatorship. / Francoist This requires an explanation. Indeed, the Spanish prison reform, embodied in the approval of the LOGP, was an initiative that did not take into account the bearers of the prison claims that at that time found in the social movement of the jail an unprecedented articulation. It is alluded to, to the claims carried out by the groups, associations, etc. (both inside the jail and outside), who, faced with the discrimination that social prisoners felt for the release of politicians, began broad campaigns and strategies of various struggles, which deserve to be discussed for a better understanding of the dialectic lived by then.

Campaigns for the amnesty of political prisoners, derived, after the release of those in freedom, in important claims of social prisoners, who took the flag of the fight against prison. The anti-prison movement then passed on to the social prisoners, given that with the amnesty to the politicians, they were considered unfairly discriminated against by “not receiving a second chance”. Thus, in late 1976, the organization calling itself the “Coordinator of Prisoners in Struggle” (COPEL) was born, and in the same line, immediately, the “Association for the Study of the Problems of Prisoners” (AEPPE), the “Association of Relatives” and Friends of the Prisoners and Expectants (AFAPE), etc. The total amnesty for social prisoners was only supported by the National Confederation of Workers (Anarcho-Syndicalist Union) and the revolutionary left. Demonstrations, university closings, proclamations, journalistic editorials, constitution of numerous solidarity groups with the claims of the prisoners, constitute only a few samples of the campaigns referred.14 The reform promoted by Carlos García Valdés, did not attend those doctrinal principles drawn up by the Senate to inspire the reform analyzed. Indeed, a review of some of the legislative options that would become the first Organic Law of the fledgling democracy, can confirm what was said. Before this analysis, we should remember the words of the driver of reform “can not be
forgotten that, at that historic moment of political transition, there was a serious conflict situation in the field of penal institutions, motivated primarily by a growing awareness of prisoners to defend their rights and the discrimination that those supposed to grant amnesty to those convicted of committing political crimes.

Reform, counter-reforms and subsequent emergencies

The beginning of the withdrawal of resocializing ideal (1989)

Everything has been briefly describing obviously produce its implications for the prison universe. It has already been said that the prison population steadily increased. Along with this, some data illustrate about the flow of events prison decade of 1980. From the point of simply Architecturally, there were two options that prevailed:

a) the appearance of the first “maximum security prisons”, a
b) prison construction plans of what came to be known “macrocárceles”.

Regarding the first initiative, it is easy to guess that its pure projection and design edilicio puts in question any reassessment postulate of custodial sentences. Because it makes the second, designed in recent times of the socialist government and continued later in the Popular Party Government, difficult to understand results, from the prism of promoting the construction of small units (or even delve into the road of open prisons), that the best option is the one that gives priority to the macro-units of two thousand inmates. From the point of view of the guidelines that the Penitentiary Policy would take, it is necessary to mention two aspects that, I understand, marked the highest turning point in relation to the hardness that it was taking. I refer to the elaboration of the first “special files” to control sophisticatedly certain groups of prisoners and at the beginning of the practice of transfers and the “geographical dispersion” of others. In the first case, it is the Internal File of Special Monitoring (FIES), which consists of a computer database where -without any legal coverage the most controversial and/or claiming inmates are being introduced. The inclusion of these in the File, is the step to a drastic reduction of their living conditions: constant cell isolation, searches and systematic searches, prohibition of enjoying penitentiary benefits, censorship of correspondence, constant transfers of a penitentiary to another, etc. This “modality” of compliance with custodial sentences originates from Circular Orders (for example, No. 17/1995) that develop the closed regime provided for in art. 10 of the Penitentiary Law that Garcia Valdés justified as a “bitter necessity” to control certain sectors of inmates. The effects that so far has provoked such a regime, constantly denounced as inhuman by the support organizations for prisoners, has consisted, in the production of mental disturbances, self-harm and suicides of the inmates affected by it.

The second example of the “emergency” mentioned is constituted by the implementation of the so-called “penitentiary policy of dispersion”, an anti-terrorist penitentiary policy that criminalizes the relatives of ETA prisoners, and other groups, by forcing them to sometimes move to more than 1000 km. away to maintain a “communication” with the inmates. It is also important to point out that this “penitentiary policy of dispersion” lacks any documentary basis to articulate it, as well as a flagrant infringement of prison legislation which, in any case, stands out in relation to the place of compliance with sentences, that such a circumstance must avoid “social uprooting”. It should also be noted that, both examples, are measures adopted ten years after the approval of that LOGP (exactly in 1989) and are examples that illustrate the penitentiary discourse of the years following the start of the prison reform and accredit the gradual penetration into Spain of the “culture of emergency or exceptionality” in penitentiary matters.

The reform of the penal code (1995)

Meanwhile, in the last times of the last PSOE government, parliamentary debates began that would lead to the approval of the new Criminal Code of Democracy (nCP), as it has been baptized. The claims for overcoming the previous Penal Code of the Dictatorship (aCP) were at this point (in 1995) unanimous: twenty years of democratic regime with a penal code of the dictatorship! Thus, although in a moment of political weakness of the aforementioned Government, and contemporaneously with the most important revelations about the “State terrorism” that surfaced at that time, the nCP was approved by the Plenary of the Congress of Deputies, on the 8th of November 1995, although it would not enter into force until May 24 of the following year, as 10/1995 of November 23. The parliamentary discussions were marked by a hard debate between the parliamentary groups that were in favor of the official project and the only party that refused to vote in favor of it (Partido Popular) to which, paradoxically, it has corresponded after its execution. That hard confrontation, for what is now of interest here, was staged by an emblematic issue: the so-called “effective enforcement of custodial sentences. Now, it is important to remember today, when some years have passed since that debate, that it was always traversed by new emergencies that would condition the final result: a) the elections of criminal policy on terrorism; b) the memory of sadly famous criminal events that shocked the social conscience (and involved the collection of more than 3 million signatures that requested deep restrictions of penitentiary benefits for crimes against sexual freedom); and, c) the electoral commitments that the political parties had acquired (at a time immediately before the general elections).

It can not be denied that the nCP has meant an important modernization in many issues that required a long time reform. The elevation of the criminal age of majority or the repeal of the Law of Dangerousness and Social Rehabilitation (although it was already practically reduced to ashes by a jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court), are examples of what has been said. It is now important to highlight some aspects related to the custodial sentence, so that the reformist course described here can be followed. It would be worth mentioning some of the following innovations of the nCP:

i. Repeal of the institution of the remission of penalties for work;
ii. Introduction of exceptional regimes for the enforcement of prison sentences, together with the general compliance regime.

This “penetration of penitentiary exceptionality” can be seen through several examples, among which the following could be cited:

a. the paradigmatic art. 78 nCP which, now served the “dangerousness” of the offender, allows to calculate its possible prison benefits (exit permits, conditional release), on the total sum of sentences, instead of applying the ordinary rules of legal accumulation of the same.

b. The new system for conditional release can also be mentioned. In fact, in the face of the general regime that provides for its concession when the convicted person has extinguished ¾ parts of the sentence (besides being in the
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third degree of classification, having good conduct and a favorable prognosis of reininsertion, it is now established that, "exceptionally" (Article 91 nCP), conditional freedom may be granted to those who have completed 2/3 of the sentence" provided they have continuously developed labor, cultural or occupational activities.

This new compliance system, briefly described, already allowed, as Muñagorri highlighted, "to reach a maximum compliance time of thirty years (Article 76.1.b), which can also be effective based on the provisions of art. 78 (1997: 4). Such duration of punishment, adds the aforementioned author, "was, with the repealed legislation, practically unattainable" (ibidem). In addition, this author, through analyzing the examples concerning the new penalty of the crimes of robbery with violence and intimidation and against public health -precisely, the two categories that provide the prison clientele-, demonstrates that "certain assertions vanish on the generalized benignity of the new legal regulation ", which leads him to conclude that the nCP produces a "regressive increase in criminal complexity" (ibidem). Two questions were already posed then:

i. Has a historical opportunity to advance towards an overcoming (or at least a limitation) in the use of the custodial option been lost ?; Y,

ii. Is it possible then to conclude thinking that the Criminal Code of Democracy is, from the point of view of compliance with custodial sentences, notoriously harder than the Penal Code of the Dictatorship?

As will be seen later, other penal reforms would still harden much more than just said.

The reform of the penitentiary regulation (1996)

Before concluding this section, it is necessary to mention the approval in 1996 of the new Penitentiary Regulation. This has repealed in its entirety to the previous one, being therefore a completely new regulation and that must be adapted, of course, to the nCP; not in vain have entered into force, both normative bodies, the same day. In the first place, attention must be drawn to a very serious fact: the vast enforcement of liberty are fulfilled, complies with what is established by norms of legal rank). Secondly, it is necessary to question (also in this chapter of objections to the "legislative" technique) the lack of foresight in the classification of actions that may give rise to disciplinary offenses. This continues the way, twenty years later, the curious "legislative technique" to regulate -by Law- the sanctions that can be imposed for the commission of some faults that are regulated -by Regulation- in a repealed text (such as the Prison Regulations of 1981 reformed in 1984). The "attention" that the penitentiary problem has deserved, can not be more sadly eloquent. Beyond these objections, others can be pointed out as much or more serious. In order not to cover a whole issue of parole for the terminally ill prisoners. On the one hand, art. 92 nCP states that it may be granted for whom, "according to medical report, are classified as very serious patients with incurable diseases."

But it has to take into account now by regulation that a bonus is added to the requirements for such freedom: indeed, as established in the art. 104.4 RP, it must also appreciate a "difficulty offending" and "low hazard" subject. This is an attempt, again, to give naturalization to what until now euphemistically some judges prison supervision termed as "functional autonomy" of the prisoner. Such expression meant -in practice the medical examiner as the deteriorating health of sick prisoners had not reached a certain stage (measured on their ability to move by itself, make their minimum living and sanitary needs, etc.), no the release occurred. Only when the progress of the disease would cause significant impairment that prevented the prisoner their capacity for autonomy, the release was set in motion. Now, such variables have been elevated to the status of standard, yes, regulation. Only when the progress of the disease would cause significant impairment that prevented the prisoner their capacity for autonomy, the release was set in motion. Now, such variables have been elevated to the status of standard, yes, regulation.


To conclude this section should, from the point of criminal politically mention at least the trend marking the reforms undertaken by the Government of the People’s Party in Espanya in 2003, especially the one made by the Organic Law (LO) 7 / 2003 of June 30, also known as “reform measures for full compliance and effective penalties”, which amends the Penal Code, the LO of the Judiciary, the LO General Penitentiary and Procedure Act Criminal. Among the various reforms are the following:

a. Elevation of imprisonment up to 40 years arguing that “there are certain crimes which by their particularly serious nature of the legal injured, recidivism that commit their authors, as well as the fact that they can be carried out by organized solely for the purpose of subverting the constitutional order bands, seriously disturb the public peace or terrorizing these purposes the inhabitants of a population or members of a social, political or professional group, demanded a stronger response from the criminal justice system. “(preamble to the LO 7/2003). This measure resulted in a disguised form of consecrating a perpetual penalty or life imprisonment, not accepted constitutionally in Spain, although it is proposing new penal reform that the so-called “revisable life imprisonment” would be introduced at the time this text is written. It also calls into question the principle of resocializing imprisonment, sole purpose of punishment authorized by Article 25.2 of the Spanish Constitution. With the proposed reform is thus affected the substantive law.

b. Cut in implementing prison benefits for certain categories of crimes, as it is directly opposed to the principle of “scientific individualization” enshrined in the Prisons Act which requires that prison treatment is personal, case by case, prohibiting any consideration that uses "categories" or typologies "of people or crimes. The so-called “security period” (in article 36 of the
Criminal Code) is introduced in our order, whereby, in certain crimes of a certain gravity, the convicted person can not access the third degree of prison treatment until he has completed half of the sentence, the penalty imposed. On the other hand, this reform establishes that the calculation of penitentiary benefits, exit permits, classification in the third degree and for conditional release will take into account the totality of the sentences imposed in sentences, especially serious crimes. Through this reform is thus affected the penitentiary legislation.

c. Creation of Central Courts of Penitentiary Surveillance in the headquarters of the National Court, with the purpose that these are in charge of monitoring the sentences imposed on those condemned by the Court, establishing, in addition, that in any case, the competence of these Central Courts shall be preferential and exclusive when the prisoner also complies with other sentences that have not been imposed by the National Court. This reform poses serious problems:

i. It means a clear “distrust” towards a key piece of the Judicial Power: towards the Judges of Penitentiary Surveillance. A question that was already raised, in addition, at the XVIII Congress of Judges for Democracy, held in the city of Benicàssim in the first days of the month of July 2003. The very secretariat of Judges for Democracy, dated September 15, 2003, publishes the death of the State pact for the reform of Justice. In this text, stands out of this new reform that “A judicial body can not be born because the decisions of a judge do not like” (http://www.elpais.es, consulted November 21, 2008).

ii. Poses an impossibility of application of the General Penitentiary Law infringing the “principle of immediacy” that presides over its actions, how can a Judge of Vigilance of the National Court comply with this principle, if from Madrid it has to monitor the fulfillment of a penalty in prisons very far from its judicial headquarters?

iii. Impossibility to comply with the obligations imposed by both the Criminal Procedure Act and the General Penitentiary Law, specifically the obligation to visit penitentiary centers weekly. The reform announced thus affects the Organic Law of the Judiciary.

d. Hardening in the legal forecast and in the application of preventive detention, establishing a minimum limit to agree on it. Thus, as a general rule, this measure was excluded in cases in which the penalty provided did not exceed two years in prison. It was intended to objectify the purposes that justify its imposition, but the justifications of the previous regulation continued to be maintained: background of the accused - today police record of the accused, social alarm, frequency of this type of crime, circumstances of the event, that is, incidentally they help in generating the social alarm. This configuration provokes, because it is maintained at present, a frontal opposition with the doctrine settled jurisprudentially by the Constitutional Court in the matter of preventive detention, going from being an exceptional measure to becoming a general rule. The reform meant a significant increase in prison presences. The application of such a drastic measure supposes an attack to principles and fundamental rights consecrated in the Constitution of 1978, the right to freedom, article 17, and the right to the presumption of innocence of article 24. Thus, the procedural legislation is substantially affected.

e. Expulsion from Spanish territory of all foreigners who commit crimes, this measure has led to a deepening of the criminalization of extra-community immigration, contributing to the creation of the “fortress Europe” and assuming a violation of the principle of equality and prohibition of discrimination based on origin, enshrined in the 1978 Constitution. Legislation on immigration matters is thus affected by the reform.

It is evident that these reforms involve the affectionate of the five great pillars of a penal system proper to a social and democratic State of law; in effect, the criminal, procedural, judicial, penitentiary and immigration legislation is reformed.

The government of the prison in times of economic crisis

By the end of 2011, it can be seen that Spain is the third European country with the highest overcrowding in its prisons with almost 142 prisoners for every 100 places, second only to Cyprus (150) and Serbia (146). Already in mid-April 2012 an overpopulation of 134.18% on average was determined in Catalonia, compared to 127.90% in the rest of the State. However, the rates of incarceration are decreasing not only in Spain), an issue that will be addressed later. In the context of what is being described, in recent years from 2009 to the present, there is no doubt that the economic crisis is hitting the penitentiary sector hard. If we consider only some aspects or sectors of prison life, we can illustrate what has been said with the following examples.

a. The completion of the service of legal assistance and defense of prisoners in Andalusia. The Ministry of the Interior has decided to interrupt the legal assistance service (SOAJP) in the prisons with the excuse that the Agreement that existed since 2008 with the Andalusian authorities has not been renewed. Practically, some 20,000 people imprisoned in thirteen prisons and six centers of social integration in Andalusia since May 2012 are thus abandoned by the authorities, meaning the end of a very important penitentiary defense service created many years ago.

b. The fall of various health care services. Only in the Community of Madrid, the policy of “budget cuts” has led to the cessation of the delivery of new treatments to half of the prisoners with hepatitis C. We can affirm that, currently, approximately the percentage of detainees affected by this disease in the Spanish prisons is 22.4%, about ten times more than in life in freedom; the problem as you can see the really worrying. Thus, some experts warn that the elimination of the access of the population to treatment may involve the creation of a space of patients in a marginality without access to prison resources in health care (see Servimedia, November 16, 2012).

i. The cuts of treatment programs in various prisons in Catalonia. In the area of the Catalan Prison Administration, the impact of budget cuts policies have begun to affect social reintegration programs in which more than 35 professionals worked and some 160 social organizations for a group of about 6,000 prisoners. Several professionals claim to have received a communication from the Department of Justice announcing the end of various types of economic subsidies with immediate effect, while announcing a possible increase in recidivism.

ii. The incentivation of expulsion orders of foreign prisoners in Spain. These are purely ministerial orders that the Penitentiary Administrations (Spanish and Catalan) adopt in recent years.
to proceed with the expulsion of thousands of foreigners imprisoned in Spain. This question will be discussed a little more immediately.

In addition to everything that is being mentioned, we are also witnessing a fall in the population imprisoned in Spain. Towards the end of 2010, Spanish prisons had about 77,000 people imprisoned. Two years later, the same facilities housed some 70,000. “Paradoxically”, in the worst years of the economic crisis, the number of inmates has fallen by 10%, and in April 2018 the total incarcerated population in Spain is 54,494, a fact that raises different interpretations that, we can quickly synthesize as follows:

Those who highlight a significant number of foreign prisoners expelled from Spain1,2

i. Those that highlight a legal modification of the crime of drug trafficking that has reduced somewhat the previous penalties for this type of criminal offense;3,4

ii. Those that emphasize the importance of the so-called “backdoor strategies” (backdoor strategies) that lead to prisoner emptiness, such as suspensions of the execution of the sentence, concessions of more conditional liberties and the like.5,6

iii. Others indicate a certain stabilization of the incarcerated population that had reached extremely high levels and that we will have to wait to see if it is merely a seasonal or conjunctural phenomenon, or not.

In attention to what you are mentioning, numerous analyzes conducted to explain the decline in the prison population coinciding with the cycle of worsening economic crisis. Interpretations revolve around two axes, antagonistic:

a. Those who say that this is a real change of historical cycle and not a cyclical event;

b. Those who say that it is somewhat circumstantial and some rearrangement of intra and extra-prison penalty.

Also among these analyzes can be combined interpretations claiming explanations “classic” as the political economy of punishment (Rusche and Kirchheimer of course, v. Forero and Jimenez op.cit.) Relating magnitudes labor market and demographic rates prison; with others who speak exclusively of the validity of the proposed “economic analysis of law” (Gary Becker, for example); against others who declare themselves to the culture of the exception (Agamben, for example) or the “criminal state” interpretations (Wacquant, to follow the examples).7

In other cultural contexts, also Simon8 & Anastasia9 discuss similar phenomena for the United States and Italy, respectively. Explanations combine global and local elements. In other cultural contexts, also Simon10 & Anastasia11 discuss similar phenomena for the United States and Italy, respectively. Explanations combine global and local elements. In other cultural contexts, also Simon12 & Anastasia13 discuss similar phenomena for the United States and Italy, respectively. Explanations combine global and local elements.

1 Just as an example and in relation to the Autonomous Community of Galicia, as an illustration of what is being pointed out, it should be noted that on March 31, 2009 there were 5,124 people deprived of liberty in the five Galician prisons (4,829 men and 295 women). On March 31, 2012, the figure had fallen considerably to 3,688 prisoners (3485 men and 203 women); that is, almost 1,500 inmates less. Some unions warn that the cuts also reached Spanish prisons and that there is a transfer of foreigners to their countries to reduce costs.

19 LOGP. This violation has already been considered by the European Court of Human Rights as an “inhuman or degrading treatment” in the judgment of July 2009, Izet Sulejmanovic v. Italy; the adequate development of the different activities established in the penitentiary legislation as treatment activities is impossible; precarious work situation in the productive workshops; proliferation and increase in episodes of violence that take place inside prisons, as well as the suicides of prisoners, or an increase in social maladjustment due to a predominance of discipline over treatment.55-70 They can not ignore the effects that this area has been, without a doubt, the economic crisis that engulfed Spain has caused not only cuts in the field of treatment (as mentioned, programs and activities to be suspended for lack of financial resources, personnel, activities...), prisons whose construction is suspended or not inaugurate, but also in terms of staff that are available to the announcement of early privatization. Examples are the latest manifestations of the current Secretary of State for Security, Ignacio Ulloa, who has it raised in the Commission within Congress “the possibility that private security guards replace not only policemen and civil guards but prison officials to the shortage of public employees and to the economic impossibility, he said, to carry out the public job that would be necessary”. (At: http://politica.elpais.com/politica/2012/06/28/actualidad/1340902553_444856.html, consultada on July 3, 2012).

Conclusions

The panorama described throughout this text does not seem flatterin terms of the defense of fundamental rights and dignified conditions in the strictly penitentiary, aspects that are those that still seem to be the most relevant to treat. Only with what has been reported up to this moment is it highlighted that the consequences of all this are multiple: a life is impeded in minimal development conditions, without vital space in the cells themselves, thus violating the provisions of art. 19 LOGP. This violation has already been considered by the European Court of Human Rights as an “inhuman or degrading treatment” in the judgment of July 2009, Izet Sulejmanovic v. Italy; the adequate development of the different activities established in the penitentiary legislation as treatment activities is impossible; precarious work situation in the productive workshops; proliferation and increase in episodes of violence that take place inside prisons, as well as the suicides of prisoners, or an increase in social maladjustment due to a predominance of discipline over treatment.55-70 They can not ignore the effects that this area has been, without a doubt, the economic crisis that engulfed Spain has caused not only cuts in the field of treatment (as mentioned, programs and activities to be suspended for lack of financial resources, personnel, activities...), prisons whose construction is suspended or not inaugurate, but also in terms of staff that are available to the announcement of early privatization. Examples are the latest manifestations of the current Secretary of State for Security, Ignacio Ulloa, who has it raised in the Commission within Congress “the possibility that private security guards replace not only policemen and civil guards but prison officials to the shortage of public employees and to the economic impossibility, he said, to carry out the public job that would be necessary”. (At: http://politica.elpais.com/politica/2012/06/28/actualidad/1340902553_444856.html, consultada on July 3, 2012).

Citation: Beiras IR, Ocaña MA. Jail in spain times of economic crisis. Forensic Res Criminol Int J. 2018;6(3):204–212. DOI: 10.15406/frcij.2018.06.00208
Finally, we should highlight the new reforms introduced by the government of Spain currently framed in a package of measures to reform the Criminal Code, the Law of Criminal Procedure and the Organic Law for the Protection of Citizen Security that, very briefly, we turn to highlight: the introduction as a penal sanction of the so-called “permanent remainable prison” for certain crimes; modification of Chapter II, Title XXII CP that regulates crimes of public order, considering an aggravating circumstance of the crime of “disobedience to authority” the fact that it occurs in the development of a demonstration or concentration; the inclusion of “peaceful resistance” within the crime of “attack on authority”; introduction between “modes of attack” (violent attack directed against a police officer), threats and intimidating behavior or throwing of dangerous objects; inclusion as an “offense of integration in a criminal organization” the call for violent concentrations through the Internet; or the consideration as “offense of integration in the case in which it penetrates public establishments or hinders access to them, extending the amount of damages not only to those that occur in establishments, but also to those that derive from the interruption of any public service. Worthy of mention is the excessive use that has been made from the jurisprudential scope of preventive detention, which, as it is envisioned in our criminal law, should be imposed for exceptional cases, thus materializing the principle of subsidiarity of the measure as established in our legislation current and the innumerable jurisprudence in this regard.21–28

It is evident that what is merely stated in this text reveals a disturbing drift towards a State that, from the point of view of its agencies of the penal system, is showing its most authoritarian face in times of serious economic cuts, of loss of civil rights, economic and social of a citizenship, fed up with the plunder to which it is subjected, expresses a discontent that is stopped and repressed by the agencies of that penal system. For years now, criminal system scholars, university researchers, human rights organizations and groups of legal professionals have been warning about the constant recourse to an increase in the penalty that has placed Spain for the first time in the European Union, in imprisonment rates. Along with this, the reforms of the last years of the Criminal Code, procedural law, penitentiary, immigration, police and judicial, have involved the reversal of the main criminal rules agreed at the time of the “political transition to democracy.” This phenomenon is characteristic of the so-called “culture of emergency and criminal exceptionality” of sad fame and memory and that, in other areas and at other times not far away, had been used to combat manifestations of political violence and violence terrorism. This puts into question and clearly undermines the foundations of a Social and Democratic State of Law, heir to the tradition of social constitutionalism as identified in the rules to this State that is Spain.
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